




BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND QUOTES

A letter signed by 102 UK entrepreneurs and opinion leaders has been sent to Number 10 for the attention

of Prime Minister David Cameron. The 102 letter is both a response to the action of the 101 backbenchers

who rubbished wind power, and a call for the reinstatement of a stable investment platform for renewable

energy as the driver of the UK’s low carbon economy. 

“March’s budget provides one of the biggest opportunities to tackle climate change in the UK. We must

ensure it encourages investment rather than create uncertainty and delay further serious investment in the

renewable sector. As a country we need to be better prepared to deal with rising energy prices.”

Sir Richard Branson  

“The Chancellor of the Exchequer has a wonderful opportunity in the Budget to put right a lot of the

damage that this government has done to the interests of the renewable energy industry in the UK. It’s

crucial that the Government successfully encourages investment over time, rather than sewing further

uncertainty and confusion in the way that it has done most recently. This is one of the surest ways of

protecting consumers against rising energy prices”.

Jonathon Porritt, Founder Director, Forum For The Future

“If there is no stable platform for investment in renewables, we cannot expect to generate the backing or

scale of innovation needed to make a sustainable difference. As things stand, Britain will be remembered

for the Industrial Revolution rather than the Renewable Revolution. We’re history without investor

confidence in the feed in tariff.” 

Howard Johns, Chair, Solar Trade Association

“We need a more inclusive approach to the way we invest in our energy infrastructure. We need to ensure

that both our planning system and our grid network support renewable energy as a vehicle for both

economic and social investment in communities, towns and regions across the UK.”

Juliet Davenport, Founder CEO, Good Energy

“Cutting support for green energy is a false economy. Britain needs to become Energy Independent

once more, and with the North Sea all but depleted of fossil fuels - we need to look to other forms of

indigenous energy.  We have them in abundance, in the Wind the Sun and the Sea - enough to power our

country many times over. While Britain remains dependent on global energy markets, our bills can only

go one way - upwards. Current support for green energy sources is relatively small - in the last 12 months

roughly £30 of our household energy bills has been spent on green energy support - while £175 has been

spent on global energy market price rises.  We need to reverse those proportions - it's an incredible false

economy to throw money at energy market speculators while penny pinching over the one thing we can

do to solve the problem long term - make our own energy.”

Dale Vince, Founder CEO, Ecotricity

If you want further information, don't hesitate to contact Robin Smith on 07770 675 064
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